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For years, America’s military has been divided, competent military professionals and patriots on
one side and Christian Zionists, loyal to Israel and addicted to a propaganda “dreamworld” on
the other.

  

With thousands of of military and intelligence officials, retirees openly, others hiding their rage,
aware of the decades of Israeli spying and the 9/11 cover-up, this divide has never been so
strong. What we don’t know is how many serving today have the personal courage to speak out
openly. Now the threat is nuclear weapons, not just a “shoebox dirty bomb” but full sized nukes,
the weapons we have been hunting for years, claiming Saddam was prepared to use them “at
45 minutes notice,” the same nukes “sent to Syria by ambulance.” They could be anywhere and
anyone could be ready to use one. There is only one possible culprit capable of doing this,
however, only one country with something to gain and the willingness to act.

      

A substantial evidentiary trail exists that places Israel’s possible involvement in 9/11 on the
table, with dozens of suspects questioned and more and more of the “facts” about 9/11 now
proving, as with the Kennedy assassinations, to be lies.

Real theories, not “conspiracy,” tell us that 9/11 was planned to get America to attack Iraq, part
of Israel’s long term strategy for the region, leaving them, not only the only nuclear power, but
an armed aggressor afloat in a sea of broken nations occupied by American troops, troops who
take orders from politicians who take orders from Israel. However, after the massive Bush
administration blunders in Iraq and Afghanistan and the virtual destruction of a military
incapable of sustaining a decade long war, the planned Israeli attack using American troops,
again, isn’t moving forward as we all know it was planned to.

  

We have continual debates about religion in the military. Should Christian sects be able to force
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troops to prayer? Is America a Christian nation, is this what the founding fathers meant? What
if, lets say, these sects were not loyal to the United States but rather constituted a national
threat? Is an officer belonging to a Christian Zionist church likely to pass secrets on to Israel?
Will they obey orders from the Mossad above their own commanders? Will an Christian Zionist
with nuclear access follow his religious calling and cause a nuclear war to bring about
Armageddon?

  

More...
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http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_6341.shtml

